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BabyCreed (BCR) is a project created by the CREED team that generates income through
real-world assets like stocks, mutual funds, and banking interest.

Tokenomics

- 1.5T total supply on Binance Smart Chain

- 1T BCR initial liquidity paired with $2000 value ($0.000000002 per token)

- 485B supply for staking rewards on BabyDogeSwap. 1B BCR rewards daily for the first 30
days. Then Daily BCR rewards amount will be managed based on BCR price and project overall

income.

- 5B BCR will be added to BabyDogeSwap liquidity to set the price on staking.

⁃ 10B BCR will be added to Pancakeswap Liquidity as seed rewards. The liquidity will be added
before launch and will be locked until the payment day of seed rewards. The LP will be

increased with buybacks and more LP tokens will be added on top.

- No tokens distributed pre-launch - all supply locked in liquidity or staking

Taxes

- 5% total tax
- 3% to invest in stocks (20%), mutual funds (20%), bank investments (40%) and buybacks/add

liquidity (20%)
- 2% for auto liquidity

- 100M max transaction limit
- Max transaction limit can not exceed $5,000.00, will be decreased if/when needed

- No max wallet limit

Liquidity Management

- Initial liquidity locked for 1 month on BabyDogeSwap- re-lock every month.

- 50% of generated LP tokens will be burned until 95% of total LP is burned.

- Remaining LP will be distributed to seeds to repay contributions. When completed all LP
tokens will be locked on BNB, BTC and ETH pairs.



- In the end 95% of the total Liquidity tokens will be burned and the remaining 5% of LP will be
owned by team.

⁃ When 95% of the BNB paired Liquidity is burned, we will be adding BTC/BCR and ETH/BCR
pairs to pancakeswap through buybacks with the income generated by our income tools. All

liquidity tokens on new pairs will be burned.

⁃ BNB pair will be the main and first liquidity of the token and it will be kept on a level of 60% of
the total liquidity. BTC pair and ETH pairs will be 20% each totaling 40% of all liquidity on

Pancakeswap.

Income Sources

Stocks

- Shares will be sold at 10 % profit

- 4 % profit will be used for BCR buybacks (5% burn, 5% staking rewards)

- 6% will be reinvested in new shares

Mutual Funds

- Added 3x per month in year 1

- 30-40% will be sold annually for buybacks

- 60-70% will be kept for future growth Bank Interest

- Up to 40% APY

- Funds will be used for buybacks and add on initial deposit

Innovation

- Tokenizing real-world assets for 24/7 trading

- Building sustainable long-term income

- 1.5M CR1 reserved as backup



The BCR project aims to create a token that can generate long-term value and benefits for
users, similar to successes like Shiba Inu and PEPE.

After launch, the team will continuously expand revenue streams by:

-The stocks bought will be managed by the team as follows reaching 10% profit ⁃ 4% profit will
be used to buy BCR (5% LOCKED -5% staking rewards) ⁃ 6% profit will be added to funds to

buy new stocks

- Investing in mutual funds - 70% of returns will be reinvested annually, with 30% used to buy
back BCR tokens

- Banking with providers offering 30-40% APY - 60% of monthly interest will go back into
deposits, 40% buys back

1 - Regular Bank interest:
Deposits will generate 40% (3.333 monthly) income every 32 days. We will add new deposits to

increase the amount of paying days per month.

50% of the income generated will be compounded and the other 50% will be used to buy BCR
and add liquidity.

2- Dollar Pegged Bank interest:
Deposits will generate 40% regular income + 5% bank bonus in a year. Since the minimum
holding time is 92 days we will be getting 10% + 1,25% every 92 days. By adding multiple
deposits we will have multiple instances of income, which will begin yielding revenue in 3

months.

This option is pegged to the dollar and will be used to set the balance on which BCR will be
getting the regular bank interest.

- Partnering with trusted projects through seed investments - Terms will benefit the BCR
community

Fund Usage

- $2000 for initial liquidity
- $500 for BCR contract creation

- $300 to set BCR staking on BabyDogeSwap

- Remaining amounts split between stocks and mutual funds (40%), BCR purchases (20%), and
high APY deposits (40%)



BCR Seeds

BCR seeds will be owned by 100 people. All seed wallets will buy 5 times a day for each seed
they own at Launch day and second day. Also they will make 1 buy a day for each seed they

own during the following ten days. Seed buys can be at any amount depending on the seeder's
budget and limits. Minimum of 100 seed people will be united by the team before the launch
date is set. With the same seed terms applied other trusted token projects may be included in

BCR seeds.

Seed Rewards

100 people will own at least 1 seed before launch. All 100 people will be chosen among trusted
people from our own projects and trusted projects. 1 seed is $0.11 BNB and 1 person can have

a maximum of 4 seeds. Each seed will have a wallet registered by the team to receive LP
tokens worth $0.22 BNB (50% BCR-50%WBNB) ,explained on Liquidity management, in pieces
or at once depending on the development of the project within the first month. If a seed sells

BCR in the first two weeks SEED rewards will be canceled and $0.11 BNB of seed price will be
refunded to the seeder. If a seed fails to fulfill daily buys promised, SEED rewards will be

canceled and $0.11 of seed price will be refunded to the seeder. SEED participants will have
discounts on BCR loans and OTC sales.

Future Plans

- Add more real world assets like gold, properties and tokenize them. As the idea and concept is
unique more details will be shared when the product is ready to use.

⁃ Add BTC and ETH pairs at pancakeswap with burned LP to enable a safe liquidity for future.
New pairs will also provide a solid increase on BCR price in 5-10 years.

- Build a Dex

⁃ BCR loans

⁃ BCR OTC sells and buys

⁃ BCR listing on top exchanges

BCR Halving and Fund Management

BabyCreed's diverse holdings encompass the following: stocks, banking interest, and mutual
funds. These will collectively form the BCR funds. When the total funds reach a Halving point,



50% of the funds will be used for buybacks for deepened liquidity. This process is known as
BCR Halving.

Following each halving, the subsequent halving point is elevated by 100%, progressively
reaching a pinnacle of $1,280,000.00 in BCR funds, marking the ceiling point. At this juncture,

the project transitions into a circulation period.

During each cycle of the circulation period, 25% of the total funds are allocated to buy BCR,
fortifying liquidity. This cyclic process continues upon reaching the ceiling point. In other words,
when the funds reach 1,28 million, 320k would be used to deepen liquidity. The 960K USD left
would be kept as an investment and would be allowed to grow again until it reaches the ceiling

point, at which point another 320k would be used to deepen liquidity.

BCR Halving Points:

$5,000
$10,000
$20,000
$40,000
$80,000
$160,000
$320,000
$640,000

$1,280,000 (Ceiling Point)

At every halving, the added liquidity is distributed among BNB, BTC, and ETH pairs on
PancakeSwap, enhancing the project's overall liquidity structure.

The team acknowledges crypto investment risks. Participants understand market volatility and
are not guaranteed returns. However, the goal is building long-term, sustainable income while

increasing BabyCreed's value and use cases over time.


